
A NOTE ON THE MULTIPLICATION FORMULAS FOR
THE BERNOULLI AND EULER POLYNOMIALS

L. CARLITZ

1. Polynomials of order   1.  The  following three  formulas are

well known [4, pp. 18, 24]:

(1.1) Bm(kx) - *—» £ Bm (x + 4-Y

(1.2) Em(kx) = *-¿(-l)'E„(* + 4} (*odd)'

(1.3) Em-i(kx)=--£(-!)*£.»(* + —) (¿even),
m    ,„o \ k/

where J5m(x), Em(x) denote the polynomials of Bernoulli and Euler in

the usual notation. It is perhaps not so familiar that (1.1) and (1.2)

characterize the polynomials. More precisely, as Nielsen has pointed

out [3, p. 54], if a normalized polynomial satisfies (1.1) for a single

value k>l, then it is identical with Bm(x); similarly if a normalized

polynomial satisfies (1.2) for a single odd k>l, then it is identical

with Em(x). For some generalizations see [l].

The situation for (1.3) is clearly different. For consider the equa-

tion

2¿m-l k-l / s\

(1.4) gm-i(kx)-E(-l)'/»(* + —) (¿even),
m    ,.o \ k/

where/»,(*), gm-i(x) denote normalized polynomials of degree m and

m — 1, respectively. (That the multiplier —2km~1/m is necessary can

be seen by examining the coefficient of xm~l in both members of

(1.4).) Now if k is a fixed even integer ¡ä2 and/m(¡c) is an arbitrary

normalized polynomial of degree m, then (1.4) determines gm-i(x) as a

normalized polynomial of degree m — 1; hence (1.4) for a single value

of k does not suffice to determine both/m(x) and gm-i(x). However,

as we shall see, if (1.4) holds for two distinct values of k, then/m(x)

and gm-i(x) are uniquely determined—except for an additive constant

in/„(*)■
Put
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fm(x) = 2-1       ) am,BT(x) (amm = 1),
(1.5) ~ArJ

>£* (m - 1\
gm-i(x) = 2-1 \bm-i,TEr(x) (bm-l.m-l = 1).

Substituting in (1.4) gives

^/m - l\
2-1 ) bm-i,rEr(kx)

¿(™)^E(-l)'£r(* + y)

™ /m\    r
Z(     )-—Er-i(kx),
r-0 \ r J k^1

m

¿m—1    m

m

by virtue of (1.3). Comparing coefficients of Er(kx), we get

(1.6) bm-i,r-i = km~ramr (r è 1).

If we now assume that (1.4) holds also for the value h^k, then

(1.6) implies bm-i,T-i = hm~ramT (r^l), from which it is evident that

¿>m_i,r_i = amr = 0 (i Ú r < m).

Thus (1.5) becomes

(1.7) fm(x) = Bm(x) + ama,       gm-i(x) = Em-i(x),

where am0 is an arbitrary constant. This proves the following

Theorem 1. If fm(x), gm-i(x) denote normalized polynomials of de-

gree m and m — 1 respectively, which satisfy (1.4) for two distinct values

of k, then (1.7) holds; in other words, except for an additive constant,

fm(x) is identical with Bm(x) and gm~i(x) is identical with Em~i(x).

If in addition we assume fm(0)=Bm, then it is clear that fm(x)

= Bm(x).

It may be of interest to remark that if we assume fm(x) =mfm-i(x),

so that {fm(x)} form an Appell set, then (1.5) becomes

MX)   =   Jt(m)<lm-rBr(x)   =   (B(x)   +  a)",
r=o \ r /

(1.8)

gm-i(x) = E (™ ~   \ k™-^am-i-rEr(x) = (E(x) + ka,)'"-1.

In particular then {gm(x)} also form an Appell set. (Note that in
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deriving (1.8) we have assumed that (1.4) holds for a single value of

k.)
If we also suppose that

(1.9) /m(l-*) = (-l)"/m(s),

then (1.8) becomes

(-
m /m \

l)m/m(s) = E(-l)r(     )am-rBr(x),

since Bm(x) satisfies (1.9). It follows that am_r = 0 for m—r odd.

It may be of interest to add a word concerning the equation

2¿m-l t-i / s \

(1.10) fm-i(kx)=-£(-1)'.M* + -t) (¿even).
m    ,_o \        k/

In the first place if (1.10) is satisfied for two distinct values of k,

then it follows from (1.7) that

(1.11) fm(x) = Bm(x) + am0 = Em(x),

but it is easily seen that (1.11) is impossible for m>2. If then we

assume that (1.10) holds for a single value of k, we have

/_,(** + 1) +fm-i(kx) = (2k»/m) (fm(x +1)- /„(*)).

Thus iifm-i(x) is assigned, fm(x) is determined except for an additive

constant. If we make the additional assumption that {fm(x)} is an

Appell set, then (1.8) applies and we get the condition

1 e' + 1   "   amt">        »    amkmtm-2--= 2--'
2 e* — 1   o     ml o        ml

which is equivalent to

(1.12) kmam= I>m-2r.B2r.
r

By means of (1.12) the am are uniquely defined; in particular O2r+i = 0.

2. Polynomials of higher order. If we define Bmi)(x), Emi'(x) by

means of

- j
ml

(2.1)
V  -   1/ m=0

(9       \ n « fm

-i-) <•< = e e:\x) l
e' + 1/ m=0 ml
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then (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) are easily extended to the general case [4,

Chapter 6]. We shall be concerned only with the generalized version

of (1.3), namely

n(t-l) / ç \

E  (-i),c.b:)(x + ~)

(2.2) ~° V        *'
m(m — 1) • • • (m — n + 1)    (n)

=-;—IT7--Em-n(kx) (k even, n ^ 1),
(—2)»*"-"

where C, is the coefficient of x' in the expansion of (1+ic-f- • • •

+xk~1)n; note that C.j^O. As above we consider the equation

E  (-iyc.Ux + -)

(2.3) - V        *'
m(m — 1) ■ • • (m — n + 1)

=-.    .,  ,.-gm-n(x)      (k even),

(-2)"*"-"

where fm(x) and gm-n(x) are normalized polynomials. Now put

™ (m \ („)
fm(x) = 2-1      )amTBr   (x) (amm = Í),

(2.4) ~°W
gm-n(x)   =   E   ( )bnrErn (x) (bm-n.m-n =   1).

r-0  \     r     /

Then substitution in (2.3) leads without difficulty to

(2.5) bm-n.r-n =   k^'O^r (r è  »),

which is a direct generalization of (1.6). Comparison with the proof

of Theorem 1 leads to

Theorem 2. Let m^n. If fm(x) and gm-n(x) denote normalized poly-

nomials of degree m and m — n, respectively, which satisfy (2.3) for two

distinct values ofk, then gm-n(x) =Em'ln(x) andfm(x) = B™(x) +pn-i(x),

where pn-i(x) denotes an arbitrary polynomial of degree tsn — 1.

We remark that the discussion following Theorem 1 can readily be

extended to the general case »Si 1.

3. Eulerian polynomials. Put

1 — oc JL   4>m(x, a)
-e*t = E <" (a*i)

— oie' m_0       ml

then d>m(x, a) is a normalized polynomial of degree mina; and may be

(3.1)
1 — ae' m_o       ml
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called an Eulerian polynomial (with parameter a). In particular we

note that

(3.2) <pm(x, -1) = Em(x),

since for a= — 1 the left member of (3.1) reduces to the generating

function for Em(x).

By means of (3.1) it is easy to verify the formula (compare [2, p.

825])

(p-l)*"^£î / r\
(3.3) <pm-i(kx,p)=-•-Zpr£m   * + —),

m T=o \ k/

where pk=l,p^l;iorp= —l,k even, it is clear from (3.2) that (3.3)

reduces to (1.3). We therefore consider the equation

(p - 1)A—» t,1 / r\
(3.4) gn-i(kx)=--Zp'/.U + T,

m r=o        \        kf

where p is a fixed primitive Ith root of unity, />1, k=0 (mod/), and

fm(x) and gm-i(x) are normalized in the usual way. Then if we put

A (m \ 'tí (m - 1\
fm(x) = 2-1      \amrBr(x), gm-i(x) = 2-( J bm-i,r<t>r(x, p),

we find that (3.4) and (3.3) imply bm-i,r-i = km~Tamr (r^l). Then ex-

actly as in the proof of Theorem 1 we get the following

Theorem 3. Let p denote a fixed\primitive Ith root of unity, 1>1.

If fm(x) and gm-i(x) denote normalized polynomials of degree m and

m — 1, respectively, which satisfy (3.4) for two distinct values of k

= 0 (mod /), then

fm(x) = Bm(x) + am0,       gm-i(x) = 4>m-i(x, p),

where am0 is am arbitrary constant.

Once again the discussion following Theorem 1 can be extended

to polynomials satisfying (3.4).
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